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Editorial

Welcome to
Productronica
Claudia Mallok
Prof. Dr. Wolfgang
Scheel from Fraunhofer
IZM in Berlin made a downright revolutionary prognosis
on printed circuit boards of
the next decade. The printed
circuit board, even the
integrated component, will
constitute the system: Just
like passive components, optical function structures and
ICs will make their way into stack creation. For Scheel, this is not
a dream of the future any longer. As early as this autumn, NEC is
going to utilize the vertical integration of chips and printed
circuit boards in series for the first time and produce one million
units of these printed circuit boards per month.
Hetero system integration is a step in this direction. It refers to
systems in which electrical, mechanical, optical and biological
components are integrated
by means of different techTrade fair events online:
nologies. System-in-package
technology is an example to
www.elektronikpraxis.de/
this end. In contrast to the
productronica2007
monolithic integration of
different functionalities in
silicon, as system on chip, this setup already pays off for small
series production.
Increasing miniaturization, however, entails more stringent
requirements on thermal management. On a few square
millimeters only, the components burn as much energy as a hot
plate. Such high temperature not only affects the components.
The continuous heating and cooling puts permanent thermal
stress on the complete module, precipitating the deterioration
of solder joints and connections and resulting in delamination.
These are only two topics from our special issue. Besides technology and process focused technical articles and business news,
we will supply information on the many new and advanced solutions and services that will be presented at productronica on
our internet portal www.elektronikpraxis.de, topic Electronics
Production. Or visit our productronica page online on:
www.elektronikpraxis.de/productronica
.
We have compiled articles, pictures and videos on the various
premiers and opinions, presentations, forums and trade fair
impressions for your information.

claudia_mallok@elektronikpraxis.de
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Cover story: Siplace is setting a new benchmark

The new placement machine Siplace X4i is the first to significantly
exceed the non-proprietary 100,000 components per hour mark in the
non-proprietary IPC test.
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PCB Technology
28 Revolutionised physical

Implementation options for SiP assemblies

System in package technologies have the advantage of combing components appertaining to sensor technology, electrical signal and data
processing, wireless communication and power supply.
Page 16

properties of electronic
devices: Metallizing PCB
edges

www.elektronikpraxis.de
Our Internetportal offers dozens of technical
papers, product informations and services,
downloads, links and news on electronics
continually updated.

InfoClick is the online
service for ELEKTRONIKPRAXIS readers!
Here’s how it works: Just enter the six-figure code that you will
find at the bottom of every article in the magzine into the
InfoClick field on our homepage www.elektronikpraxis.de.
Besides providing you with a direct link to the delivery source or
to the article‘s author, it will also provide you with immediate
access to a great deal of additional useful information, such as
data sheets, free downloads, events and much more.
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Edge plating is revolutionising physical properties

Metallizing PCB edges provides clear measurable advantages to
comparably ignorable costs for devices with moderate or high demands
regarding EMC, signal-integrity and de-heating.
Page 28

Colour inspection for effective test of small series

In addition to basic test functions such as component positioning and
solder joint inspection the intelligent colour inspection enables the AOI
system to detect placement faults.
Page 43

Fast analysis with lab-on-a-chip systems

Printing technologies makes it possible to produce printed organic
photodetectors. Lab-on-a-chip-systems based on printed organic
electronics enable in-field analytic and diagnostic.
Page

Automatic and reliable rework process

10

The evolution of electronic components and the change-over lead-free
is a challenge for production. In addition, we need to focus on these
issues in the rework process.
Page 46

PCB Technology
RoHS-compliant Production

Avoiding Whisker
Formation
Lead-free soldering technologies have increased electronics
manufacturers’ awareness of a metallurgical phenomenon referred to as whiskers (hair-like protrusions). Electrical system
failures caused by short circuits between PCB traces or component leads are attributed to these growths.
Michael Hundt*

Whiskers occur most commonly in
circuits where tin is used as a final
finish on printed circuit boards (PCBs)
and electronic components. In certain
cases, microscopic single-crystal filaments of the metal grow outward from
the surface. ’Tin whiskers’ could be easily
avoided by adding small amounts (as little as %) of lead to the plating.
But since Europe’s RoHS regulations required the elimination of lead from nearly all electronics products, there has been
a renewed interest in the mechanisms
causing whisker growth and how to control them. Many semiconductor companies, including STMicroelectronics (ST),
have undertaken extensive programs to
develop and certify processes that mitigate or eliminate whisker growth in most
applications.
The first step was to investigate the phenomenon occurring on the tin plating.
While not conclusive, studies show whisker growth is mainly due to internal com*Michael Hundt, Director Corporate Package Development, STMicroelectronics USA Group, Carrollton.
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▶

PCB Technology

■ Figure 1:
Natural growth of Cu/Sn InterMetallic Compound (IMC) at room temperature

■ Figure 2:
If the intermetallic is formed under higher temperature conditions, a more desirable intermetallic structure forms that is more uniform and contains practically no wedges (right)

▶ pressive stresses near the metal surface.
These stresses reach a critical level triggering the formation of whiskers, and are
thought to be a way of reducing the
system’s internal energy. Internal stress in
tin plated films may originate from a
number of causes including organic contamination, atomic defects, and mismatches in the Coefficients of Thermal Expansion (CTE) between the tin film and
the base metal.

Smaller grain size
by additives
Early tin plating chemistries were designed to produce a shiny surface, known
in the industry as bright tin plating. This
is achieved by adding specialized chemicals to the plating bath that control the
size of the grains and the planarity of the
plated surface. Due to the properties of
the metals and the high concentrations
of additives required to achieve bright finishes, early bright tin plating techniques
were prone to problems of organics codeposition and atomic irregularities within the plated film. These irregularities,
8

or alterations in the lattice spacing of the
tin, are thought to have lead to higher
susceptibility of whisker formation.
One major change in some modern tin
plating chemistries is the use of much
lower levels of grain refining additives
that produce a duller (or matte) appearance, and yet do not adversely affect its
electrical properties. In a joint effort called the E Initiative, Infineon Technologies, NXP Semiconductors, Freescale and
STMicroelectronics have identified a
number of suitable commercial matte tin
plating chemistries which are resistant to
whisker growth.
Phase changes within the tin film can also cause localized compressive internal
stresses. Since tin and copper normally
form an intermetallic (Cu Sn ) in a reaction that produces a significant increase
in volume, it is essential to take this into
consideration for tin-plated copper lead
frames or the net result of the combined
penetration and expansion is a “wedge”
driven into the tin layer at the grain
boundary (figure. ).
Conversely, if the intermetallic is formed
under higher temperature conditions
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(e.g. around
°C), a different and more
desirable intermetallic structure forms
that is more uniform and contains practically no wedges (figure ). Using a
°C
bake to virtually eliminate the intermetallic wedges serves as the basis for the
second component of the whisker mitigation strategy adopted by STMicroelectronics.

Desired intermetallic
structure
Figure on the left hand image shows an
intermetallic that was allowed to form at
room temperature over a period of one
month which display large, blocky and irregular Cu Sn structure located almost
exclusively at the grain boundaries. By
contrast, the image on the right hand
side shows an intermetallic formed by
baking the part within hours of plating
at a temperature of
°C which shows a
very uniform layer of Cu Sn with virtually
no “wedges”. Extensive testing shows
that, regardless of the plating thickness,
that the whisker preventive effects of the
°C bake extend past
days of storage at room temperature.
Combining these two whisker mitigation
techniques creates a coating that does
not develop these whiskers, which can
impact electrical performance or component reliability. A
-day environmental
test program that subjected about
units from different package types to
a six-month ambient storage cycle, a sixmonth dry air storage cycle, plus
thermal cycles: (– to °C) and a
-hr
exposure to temperature and humidity
( °C at %RH) produced no evidence
of whiskers.
While much of this test plan was developed well before the March ,
, release
of JEDEC’s JESD
(Methodology for the
Assessment of Whisker Risk) and JESD
A (Test Method for Whisker Growth),
this qualification plan satisfies more than
% percent of ST’s customers. Nevertheless, ST will abide by this newer JEDEC
standard and re-qualify the tin plating
line in accordance with it.
(hh)
STMicroelectronics
Phone + ( )
www.elektronikpraxis.de

■ Lead free packages from
STMicroelectronics

■ Lead free solutions from
STMicroelectronics

228784

Optoelectronics

Printed Sensors

Fast Analysis with
”Lab-on-a-Chip“
So far, chemical or medical
samples have to be examined
in laboratories which costs
time and money. “Lab-on-achip“ systems enable in-field
analytic and diagnostic applications based on printed organic optoelectronics.
Franz Padinger and Max Sonnleitner*

10

A new generation of mobile labon-a-chip systems is going to facilitate mobile analytics and diagnostics
and initiate a paradigm change in the life
sciences sector. However, analytic and
diagnostic systems for point of care use
(in-field analysis) have to meet specific
requirements so as to establish themselves in the market. The systems have to
be cost effective, portable and easy to
use - and precise, reliable and fast at the
same. The next generation of point of
care systems will thus supply precise and
immediate results in the field.
Successful commercialization of such
lab-on-a-chip systems is nevertheless
pending, as they still require external
optical readout systems. With available
off-chip readout techniques, neither the
required compact system dimensions nor
the ease of use of the related devices is
achieved. On top of this, the relatively
high cost of external sensors is an obstruction to the routine deployment and
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successful commercialization of autonomous lab-on-a-chip applications.

Current readout methods and
system costs
Optical readout is the key technology in
lab-on-a-chip systems and the related invitro diagnostic applications. A typical
example is a × array biological sensor which consists of a combination of
microfluidic channels connected to a reaction well. The well contains antibodies
or DNA/RNA in × spots. The optical
readout of the array is based on chemiluminescense. During measurement, the
sample that was applied on the chip is
mixed with reagents using a microfluidic
mixer and subsequently led to the reaction chamber. The target molecules combine with the complementary molecules,
*Dipl.-Ing. Franz Padinger is CTO of Nanoident Technologies AG and Dr. Max Sonnleitner is CTO of the subsidiary Bioident Technologies.

Optoelectronics

■ Figure 1:
Simulated collection efficiency as a function of the detector-probe distance for a
photodiode with 4 mm × 4 mm pixel size

creating chemiluminescent signals that
require measurement with a high-sensitivity system.
This is implemented with objectives or
lenses that collect a maximum of photons as well as a detector that efficiently
converts the collected photons into electrons. The total detection efficiency
ηtotal is a good measure for the sensitivity of optical readout systems. In simple
terms, it is a product of the photon collection efficiency ηcoll and the quantum
efficiency Φ of the imaging sensor:
ηtotal = ηcoll · Φ
One example is the combination of a
high-quality objective and a good CCD
camera. This combination collects % of
emitted photons and generates . electrons per photon hitting the CCD sensor.
Consequently, the total detection efficiency of this combination is:
ηtotal = ηcoll · Φ = . · . = .
This is the amount of electrons generated in relation to the photons emitted by
the sample.

■ Figure 2:
Compact handheld
controller for the sensor
readout system
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Optoelectronics
The cost amounts to some
€(
€
for the CCD camera plus
€ for the
objective). As an alternative, a less efficient (ηcoll = . ) but lower priced € lens
system (gradient refractive index lens,
GRIN lens) can be used. The CCD sensor
can moreover be replaced with a much
more inexpensive € CMOS chip with a
slightly lower quantum efficiency of approximately . . None of the combinations, however, is cost effective and sensitive at the same time – and these are the
key criteria for mobile diagnostics making use of lab-on-a-chip systems. The
aim is a technology that facilitates an optical detection at ηtotal > . but costs only
one Euro.

High sensitivity with
printed diodes
As mentioned before, the total detection
efficiency is mainly a function of the collection efficiency ηcoll of the optical system. Thus, the actual challenge is to optimize the collection efficiency. If the collection efficiency is simulated as a function of the distance between sensor and
sample, one gets a value distribution as
illustrated in figure . With a shorter
detector-sample distance, ηcoll increases
dramatically and ideally reaches . .
In combination with a photo sensor with
a quantum efficiency of . , the total
detection efficiency achieved is greater
than . – provided that the photo sensor
is placed directly below the signal source:
ηtotal = ηcoll · Φ = . · . = .
Such small distances can be realized by
means of printed optoelectronic sensors.
This technology is based on organic semiconductor materials which are deposited in liquid form on a wide variety of
carrier materials such as glass or plastic
foil, for example, with inkjet or silkscreen
printing. These carrier materials facilitate
a detector-sample distance of up to
µm.
Organic photo diodes are manufactured
in a sandwich process. The photoactive
material is enclosed between two electrodes one of which is transparent and
thus provides for incidence of light. In a
first step, the conductive and semiconductive materials are prepared in specific ink mixtures. Then the electrodes
and semiconductor structures are
printed on the carrier material layer
by layer.
The developer defines the layout
and design with a standard CAD
program which generates the
geometric data for the printing
12

Property

Silicon-based FD

Organic FD

Quantum efficiency (@ 532nm)

0,6 – 0,7

0,5 – 0,6

107 – 1011 Ω

~ 109 Ω

~ ns

~ µs

3·10-15 – 10-13 W/Hz1/2

10-14 – 10-13 W/Hz1/2

Printable

-

+

Various carrier materials

-

+

Parallel resistance
Rise time
Noise equivalent power
(signal/noise = 1)

Large sensor area

-

+

Ultra-thin sensors (< 1µm)

-

+

Adjustment of spectral sensitivity

-

+

Table 1: Comparison of silicon-based and printed photodetectors
system. The cost effectiveness of the employed printing technologies makes it
possible to produce printed organic photodetectors for single use at extremely
low cost.
Printed photodetectors comprise a linear
range of more than orders of magnitude and their properties can be well compared with silicon photodetectors. By
modifying the polymer semiconductors,
the spectral response of the photo detectors can moreover be set within a wide
range.
Nanoident has developed a compact, easy to use controller with related software
(figure ) for the mobile readout of lab-
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on-a-chip systems utilizing integrated
printed optoelectronics. The biochips to
be read out are attached to the controller
through polymer contacts. The device
reads out data with conventional electronics and transfers it to a PC for processing
and graphic presentation.

The optical readout
system
The photodetector chips feature a standard -pin contact interface and
address up to
pixel in the first generation. One single handheld device controller is suited for all sensor types, from
single pixel sensors to line arrays and D
arrays (figure ).
Sophisticated and cost effective lab-ona-chip solutions with the described cost
structure signify access to a multi-billion
market in the field of medical diagnostics, environmental protection and security. The new technology is ground-breaking for all these fields. As an example,
conventional hepatitis C tests have to be
carried out in a lab and the results take
several hours. Lab-on-a-chip systems
could supply test results within a few
minutes only. An allergy test based on
the demonstrated lab-on-a-chip system,
carried out directly at the doctor’s practice or a pharmacy and supplying results
within a few minutes only, will set new
benchmarks for the point of care test
market and result in fundamental, longterm changes.
(am)
Nanoident
Phone + ( )

www.elektronikpraxis.de
■ Figure 3:
2D photodetector array
with 21 × 7 pixels

■ More information about lab-on-a-chip
229412

Organic and Printed Electronics
The second Version of the OE-A Roadmap

A Forecast for the Market entry
through 2015 and beyound
Organic Electronics is entering the market with its initial
product offerings. Thesecond version of the Organic
Electronics Association (OE-A) roadmap provides a forecast
for the market entry of printed electronics through
and beyond. Seven applications ranging from sensors over
radio frequency tags to photovoltaics are covered in this
publication. Additionally, manufacturing technologies and
materials along with their corresponding technical barriers
(red brick walls) are also identified and assessed.
Organic electronics is a platform technology that enables multiple applications that vary widely in terms of product specifications. Since the technology is still in its early stage – and is in
the transition from lab-scale and prototype activities to production and commercialization – it is important to develop a common opinion about what kind of products, processes and materials will be available and when. The OE-A roadmap attempts to
do just that.
The OE-A roadmap is a key activity of the Organic Electronics
Association – the international key industry association for
organic and printed electronics - and represents the common
perspectives of the OE-A members. “This second edition of the
roadmap the OE-A helps the industry, government agencies
and scientists plan and align their R&D activities and product
plans. We will frequently update and expand the roadmap
with the international experts along the value chain,” says
Wolfgang Mildner, chairman of the Organic Electronics
Association OE-A.

■ The
new edition
of the OE-A brochure
includes inlays with a set of
printed electronics devices
Organic electronics is based on the combination of new
materials – organic and inorganic – and cost-effective, large
area production processes that open up new fields of
application. They are thin, light-weight, flexible and environmentally friendly. Organic electronics also enable a wide range
of electrical components that can be produced and directly
integrated inlow cost reel-to-reel processes.

First organic electronic products
have already reached the market
Intelligent packaging, low cost RFID (radio-frequency identification) transponders, rollable displays, flexible solar cells, disposable diagnostic devices or games, and printed batteries are just
a few examples of promising fields of application for organic
and printed electronics.
A number of key applications have been chosen to demonstrate the needs from the application side, identify major challenges, cross checked with the possibilities of the technology and
to forecast a time frame for the market entry in large volumes.
Key results are summarized in the figure that illustrates the
expected market entry in large volumes for seven application
fields.
First organic electronics products have already reached the
market, including passive ID cards, flexible lithium polymer
batteries and sensor devices. Additional products, such as
displays with organic TFT backplanes, printed radio frequency
tags, organic photovoltaic cells and printed memories, are likely
to reach the market later this year or early in
.
Within the next several years, it is expected that mass markets
will be reached and that all the above mentioned applications
will be available in large volumes.
There are many approaches on the material and process side.
The resulting questions – organic or inorganic, printed or not –
are still under discussion. But further improvement of material,
patterning processes and device design are necessary in order
to meet the demands of future product generations.
(cm)
www.elektronikpraxis.de

■ OE-A (Organic Electronics Association):
■ OE-A roadmap for organic electronics applications. Forecast
for the market entry in large volumes (general availability) for the
different applications. The table expands and updates the first
version of the OE-A roadmap presented in 2006.
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Activities, life demonstrations and member companies

■ Download: second version of the OE-A roadmap
230859
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System in Package Technology
Approaches and Implementation Options for SiP Assemblies

Genuine Miniaturization
System in package (SiP) technologies have the advantage of
combining all components appertaining to sensor technology,
electrical signal and data processing, wireless communication
and power supply into one microsystem within a single
housing. This article describes the various approaches and implementation methods utilized for creating innovative products
and SiP solutions for assemblies suitable for horizontal and
vertical installation positions.
Wolfgang Binder and Matthias Geiger*
The concept of SiPs (see figure )
is derived from the first hybrid circuits, followed by multi-chip modules
(MCMs) with several active and passive
components. The layering of several
chips used for forming so-called stacked
die packages resulted in a higher integra-

tion degree into the third dimension.
Typical examples are modern memory
components combining several dice
layered in one housing for increased
storage capacity.
With SiP, additional sensory, active and
signal-processing functions are linked to-

SOC

Cost/function

Power Supply
Bio-Interface

MEMS

System complexity

Hetero System
Integration/SiP

gether to obtain an intelligent comprehensive system. By vertical stacking,
several SiPs, so-called . D-SiP or package on package (PoP) assemblies, can be
implemented, making additional use of
the third dimension.
The major advantages of SiPs are:
■ low-cost integration of various semiconductor and SMD technologies into
one package;
■ use of standard SMD assembly
components.
■ Increased functionality and performance and, at the same time, reduced
size, weight and current consumption;
■ optimal system solutions by means of
adapted miniaturized housing solutions;
■ small modul units facilitate verification
of economic efficiency; short innovation
cycles due to short development times
and rapid implementation (time to
market).
The target of optimal miniaturization can
be achieved by providing a higher performance on a semiconductor integrated
into a system-on-chip (SoC). If different
semiconductor technologies are used
together, this may require much effort,
high investment costs and long lead
times and will only make good economic
sense in conjunction with high production outputs.

Technological aspects
must be taken into account
Whenever components are to be integrated into one SiP, based on a multitude of
assemblying and interconnection technologies, varying technological aspects
must be taken into account. Figure
shows the various, most important components. Micropassive components such
as
-,
or
SMD housings are
used for SiPs. Active components are
used with the smallest housings available
such as MSOP-, BGA-, CSP- or QFN- housings, but also as bare dice in flip chip or
wire bonding technology.
Compared to standard SMD housings, a
bare die has the advantage of needing
little space. Flip chips require the same
*Wolfgang Binder is the owner and Matthias Geiger is a
development engineer with the EMS company Binder
Elektronik GmbH in Sinsheim.
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System in Package Technology
space needed for the actual silicone chip,
plus a little extra for underfilling. The
height is the same as the chip thickness
plus the stand-off chip distance of the
chip contacts (amounting to some
µm). For COB, no surrounding SMD
housing is required either. With this method, more space is needed than for flip
chips, because bonding pads are required on the SiP interposer and possibly
extra space for encapsulating the chips.
The height of a COB assembly also slightly exceeds the height of a flip chip. Here,
the wire loop and the encapsulation
material on top of the chip must be taken
into account. In the implementation of a
SiP, reduced size can be a decisive factor.
To minimalize testing efforts and achieve
high SiP production yields, ensure that
only known good dice (KGD) are used.
One should not underestimate the time
for procuring all components needed.
Integration of passive components such
as varying resistances, capacitors or inductivity, but also active components in
the form of very thin cips, i.e. componen-

■ Figure 1:
Example diagram of an SiP with SMD, flip chip and chip-on-board (COB) components

ts embedded in the base material, are
feasible and will offer further miniaturization options.
To fulfil all requirements and boundary
conditions of a SiP, special expertise in
various specialist areas is required. For
layout design, circuit boards or interposers with high density interconnection
technology (HDI) and microstructures,
buried and blind vias must frequently be
designed (figure ). Layout rules for flip
chips and chip on board (COB) designs
must be taken into account. Expertise of

analogue, digital and RF circuit design is
required for this.
Contingent thermal, mechanical and optical problems must be taken into consideration. Material resistance and electricity supply to sensors are to be taken into
account. Testing concepts must be prepared and, apart from producing exact
system models and simulations, extensive expertise in the materials to be used
and interconnection technologies is required that will determine about failure
▶
or success. This is why developers,
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System in Package Technology

■ Figure 2:
Important technological aspects to be taken into account for the implementation of systems in packages
▶
designers, manufacturers and suppliers etc.
should all be involved already at an early stage.
■ Assembly and interconnection technologies for SiPs
The design of a SiP starts with the implementation of a tried and tested circuit installed on a
conventional assembly or circuit board. The
next step is subdividing these into functional
blocks or subsystems, forming closed functional units. Then, the right components must
be chosen.
In particular, the form of the housing must be
determined or the bare die processes be
defined. At the same time, the availability of all
components must be guaranteed.

■ Figure 3:
CAD layout of a SiP temperature/humidity data
logger module in HDI technology

Functional blocks are attributed
to individual areas
If only a small number of components is
needed, one frequently depends on local suppliers, and it may be difficult to obtain such
parts listed on a technical specification sheets,
unless high quantities are ordered. Functional
blocks can be attributed to individual areas
within a SiP or several levels in the case of a
. D-SiP. Here, one needs to decide if the SiP is
to be used on one or two sides or how many
levels should be used for the . D-SiP with a
vertical integration position.
If an SiP is to be equipped either on two sides
or vertically, it is essential that the external
connection of the SiP with, for example, the
system board, is considered carefully. Several
approaches are feasible here. The contacts can
be made in various ways. Via standard BGA
balls.
Especially if SiPs have been equipped with BGA
balls on both sides, the stand-off distances of
the BGA balls must be borne in mind. Only
components with a height lower than the installation height of the BGA balls on the circuit
board may be used on the BGA side.
18
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■ Figure 4:
Terminal contacts of an LCC package

■ Figure 5:
Layout detail of a SiP-Design with two COBs (top)
and a flip chip (left bottom corner)
▶

System in Package Technology

■ Figure 6:
Data logger for measuring temperature and humidity
(20 mm × 20 mm) as SiP with BGA connections

▶ ·Via surfaces (leadless). This bonding method is similar to the now rather common
QFN or MLF components. In this instance,
assembly on both sides can be excluded.
With . D-SiPs, an additional frame can
be inserted, allowing assembly on both
sides. The result will be a rather compact
and stable mechanical design. Via external solder contacts, so-called leadless
chip carrier (LCC) packages.
The SiP as depicted in figure shows
contact surfaces covering the metallized
semicircular areas and the entire interposer thickness. In this SMT-compatible
process, the SiP is inserted into a base
made of soldering paste, and contacts
are made by reflow soldering.
If miniature plug-type connectors are
used, a comparable number of contacts
as in the methods described above will
be available, depending on the size of
the SiP. The disadvantages of solutions
using plug-type connectors are the high
design height of plug-type connectors

■ Figure 7:
Basic structure of a stacked die SiP as a flip chip CiP BGA: a flip chip
is installed on an interposer using solder balls

and their counterparts as well as the
comparatively large space requirements.
The fairly high price for miniaturized
plug-type connectors should not be underestimated either. Compared with the
other solutions already shown, the advantage here is that it can be disconnected quite easily.
Autonomous or independent SiPs often
require no additionals contacts, especially if the information is transferred via a
wireless interface.

SiP carriers are interposers or
printed circuit boards
The carriers for SiPs are interposers or circuit boards made of laminated materials.
Binder Elektronik prefers the standardFR or FR -High tungsten materials
(Tg >
°C). The chemical compound
Ni/Au is a tried and tested material for
terminal surfaces. It can be soldered serveral times and is bondable and resistent

against environmental influences. For
designing flip chips or COBs, comprehensive toolkits from various CAD software
manu-facturers are available, which enable extensive automation, thus easing
the designer’s job considerably. Still,
the designer must decide himself what’s
technically feasible and advisable and be
capable of thoroughly comprehending
the boundary conditions of bare die
processes (figure ).
Once the layout design and production
of a SiP carrier have been accomplished,
production can be started. SMT-compatible processes are preferrable as they
can be easily automated, thus achieving
high output and low production costs.
Two types of assemblies can be determined: Single pass assemblies, requiring a
reflow soldering process, and multi-pass
processes, requiring several reflow soldering processes as, for instance, with SiPs
and . D-SiPs. As the material is exposed
to repeated stress, this must be consi-

System in Package Technology
dered in the design, production planning
and the selection of materials. During the
first stage, the SiP interposer will be printed with solder paste and equipped with
SMD components.
Bare chips may be used as flip chips with
solder contacts, using adhesion techniques or wire bonding technology
(COB).
During subsequent phase , for example,
the attachment of BGA balls on the underside, labelling or marking, the SiP is
completed. Multiple copies of SiP interposers are often sawn out from individual production boards, followed by
cleaning, final inspection and testing,
packing and, last but not least, dispatching to the customer.
■ Planar systems in packages
Binder Elektronik produces planar SiPs
mainly with QFN or BGA housing connections (figure ). Interposers can measure
up to approx. mm × mm. For increased cost effectiveness, several interposers are arranged on one production
board. The example shows a data logger
module. The main components are a
temperature/humidity sensor, eight LEDs
for visualization purposes, one microcontroller with FLASH, SRAM and EEPROM for data storage including the peripheral components. For reason of limited
space, two semiconductor components
were designed as COBs in order to arran-

ge the electronics on a mm × mm
inter-poser. BGA balls mounted on a system board provide points of contact with
the environment.
■ SiP with stacked dies
If the next level of integration is to be targeted and two or more additional chips
are layered on top of one another, by
using flip chip and wire bonding technology, very compact assemblies, the socalled stacked die packages, can be
achieved. There are many different applications, for which these can be utilized.
One variant of a stacked die package is
the flip chip + wire bonding package
(FC+WB) as depicted in figure . This SiP
can be achieved by installing a flip chip
on an interposer using solder balls.
This assembly is soldered and underfilled, followed by glueing a bare die on
top of the flip chip. This chip in package
(CiP) will be attached by wire bonding to
the interposer (figure ). The assembly
will then be encapsulated using
damming&filling material.
One contact possibility of several wire
bonded chips is depicted in figure .
Here, bare dies of varying sizes are used,
thus forming a pyramid structure with
the bottom chip (being the biggest) as
their base.
The superpositioned chip is smaller by
the size of the bonded pad of the first
chip, and so on. Thus, the bonded pads
▶
■ Figure 8:
Transverse
section and
X-ray of a
stacked die
SiP with flip
chip and chip
in package

■ Figure 9:
Structure of a
stacked die
SiP with CiPs
of varying
size

■ Figure 10:
Structure of a
stacked SiP
with identical
wire bonded
chips and
spacers

System in Package Technology
▶
are always accessible and can be bonded
from bottom to top, once all chips have
been installed.
If two chips of the same size are to be integrated into one package (figure ), this
can be achieved by using spacers, which
are smaller than the bonded pad height
to be mounted between the individual
chips.
The height of the spacers must at least
exceed the bonded connections of the
chip underneath. With this structure variant, the lower chip must be bonded, before the next chip is positioned on top of
the spacer, as otherwise the bonded
pads can no longer freely be accessed.

■ Figure 11:
Temperature/humidity data logger module(20 mm × 20 mm × 18,2 mm) as 2.5D-SiP
with three levels and leadless PCB frame

■ Figure 12:
Example showing both the principle and
implementation of the exclusive solder ball
variant for 2.5D-SiPs

■ Figure 13:
Block diagram of 2.5-D-SiP-RF wireless module

■ Vertically installed systems
in packages ( . D-SiP)
The vertical installation of several D or
stacked SiPs produces . D–SiPs. The vertical integration of electronic components into one . D-SiP is one of the developments in modern microelectronics full
of promise for the future. With its very
specific requirements, the development
of . D-SiP represents a challenge for designers. Every level must be designed as
a D-SiP. The component arrangement
on the various levels must be determined
at an early stage.
The individual levels are manufactured as
a D-SiP, and, in a final assembly phase,
put together to form a three-dimensional
stack. Repairing or replacing individual
levels is only feasible with difficulty and
not always possible. This is why every level must be tested in its relationship to
the entire system to achieve high yields.
In order to make contacts on the various
layered levels, the electrical signals needed on other levels must be made
available by bus technology.
For this purpose, concepts using stacking
methods with peripheral frame contacts
have been developed. To transfer the
electrical signals to the next level and at
the same time bridge the component
height, frame components (also based
on circuit boards) are used. Thus, up to
five levels can be mounted on top of one
another.
Another option for establishing contacts
for . D-SiP is the version with a lead-less
PCB frame. In this instance, signal paths
are realised via external, cross-sectioned
metallized contacts (figure ).
The advantages are fewer production
and soldering steps, a comparatively
compact rigid housing and good recepti-

System in Package Technology
Solutions for small production series
SiPs faciliate solutions for multiple miniaturized applications. Even for small production
series, it is economically interesting to produce SiPs and exploit their competitive potential. Binder Elektronik in Sinsheim/Germany develops and manufactures SiPs on circuit
boards, using both simple or highly complex technology and offering prototypes, and medium-size production series for various applications in the areas of automation technology as well as data and medical technology.
To achieve this, standard SMD processes, high-tech assemblying and bonding technologies are employed, processes often used for SMD applications and for chip packaging.

■ Figure 14:
RF wireless module (20 mm × 20 mm × 10,0 mm) as a 2.5D-SiP with two levels and
exclusive solder ball contacts

on of frame signals for testing purposes.
The disadvantages are a smaller number
of frame contacts compared to other frame variants, complexer soldering of external contacts as well as more difficult
heat dissipation and disassembly. Cost
saving can be accomplished especially
for prototypes and small production
series compared to the first variant.
As a third variant, the exclusive soldering
ball variant (figure ) has been introduced and tested. Here, the frame is replaced completely by„large“ soldering
balls. Standard BGA solder balls are used
here to be combined into one„large“
solder ball for the frame.
The advantage is a more cost-effective
solution; the frame component has been
dropped. Its„open“ design facilitates improved heat dissipation. The disadvantages are a reduced feasible height of
max. . mm (suffices for many standard
SMD packages and chip assemblies) and
a smaller number of frame signals
( with mm × mm edges), however still sufficient for most applications.
Figure depicts a block digram of an
RF wireless module in a . D SiP package.
The module is powered by a disposable
V lithium battery and can thus be operated independently. The received data
(temperature and humidity) are trans-

ferred via the . GHz radio range, for
which no radio licence is needed.
For the communication protocol,
IEEE . . /ZigBee is used. The . D-SiP
is comprised of an electronic component
level with wireless device, sensors and
activators (LEDs and radio antenna) on
(figure , left side). Inside is a . D-SiP
with a RISC microcontroller and peripheral wiring. The programmable memory
is a
kByte FLASH with kByte RAM
and kByte EEPROM for recording the
measuring data, enabling the module to
receive data over extended time periods
without the necessity of transferring
these data to the base station.
The underside of the module is the
battery level (figure , right side), which
is comprised of the battery holder and
the connection pads with contacts for
digital I/Os, four open collector exits
and four analogue inputs.
(cm)
www.elektronikpraxis.de

■ SiP for automation technology, data and

medical technology by Binder Elektronik

■ System integration and the packaging
of electronic products
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Electronic Assemblies

Thermal Management will have to improve Significantly

Optimized Methods to cool
down Electronic Systems
The users’ demand for ever improved performance of their
electronic products has led to increased heat concentration per
volume. This in turn requires more efficient methods of heat
dissipation from the point of origin, to guarantee the functional
units’ long-term reliability. The following contribution presents
current and future possibilities concerning the thermal
management of electronic assemblies.
Wolfgang Scheel, Martin Schneider-Ramelow*
The long term impact of temperatures beyond the maximum load
represents a critical factor for electronic
assemblies, the board as well as the
electronic components. One has to bear
in mind that with each temperature increase of °C, the lifetime of electronic
functional structures is reduced by half.
For this reason long-term reliability has

24

to be critically taken into account in all
aspects of extending electronic assemblies’ functionality, by means of increasing either the electronic complexity
of the components or per area or volume
unit.
This also applies to the integration of assemblies into environments with high
heat dissipation and the integration of
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high current circuits into the printed
circuit board area (figure ).
Increasing functional integration as well
as rising power demand, i. e. high current
and logistics on one board, lead to increased intrinsic heating of the electronic
assembly. Excessive thermal load accounts for % of all failures of electronic
assemblies, followed by vibration, humidity and dust. Assembly technology has
to meet these challenges, or, phrased differently, thermal management, depending on the individual application, will
have to improve significantly.
This affects the entire value chain of assembly manufacturing, starting with
thermo-mechanical design and ending
*Prof. Dr. Wolfgang Scheel is Head of Department Board
Interconnect Technologies and Packaging at
Fraunhofer IZM. Dr. Martin Schneider-Ramelow is Vice
Manager Department Board Interconnect Technologies
and Packaging at Fraunhofer Institute for Reliability and
Microintegraion IZM in Berlin, Germany.

▶

Electronic Assemblies
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■ Figure 1: Factors influencing thermal management
▶ with the development of new materials,
process technologies and reliability considerations. In conclusion it can be said
that the architecture of the board and
thus of the electronic assembly itself is
currently undergoing some changes. The
individual assembly is always defined by
the specific application.

PCB will have to take over
thermal management as well
In the future PCB technology will not
only serve as mechanical carrier and
electrical interconnection, but will have
to take over the thermal management as
well. Electronic components are very sensitive to overheating, which can affect
the components’ lifetime as well as reliability. Furthermore, excessive heating can
lead to distortion and warpage of the
wiring board with the well-known failure
characteristics – delamination, platedthrough hole cracks, etc., as well as
premature fatigue of the interconnects
between the contact pads of components and boards.
For this reason is important to recognize
the temperature problem at an early
stage, so that it can be taken into
account during printed circuit board
design.
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■ Figure 2: PCB water cooling package

Current solutions for the thermal
management of electronic assemblies include heat conducting plates, laminate
materials with higher thermal conductivity, metal cores, cooling elements on
components, cooling channels, thermal
vias, thick copper metallizations, high
temperature solders and adhesives. The
use of water cooling for the thermal
management of a module is illustrated in
figure .
Increasing system integration requires
the thermal management of electronic
systems to be carried out more efficiently
at all levels. This concerns the level of
components, wiring carrier and the
system. To reach this aim, the aforementioned current solutions need to be optimized and new possibilities need to be
explored.

Nano technology offers
new options
Nano technology offers complementary
as well as entirely new options for the
thermal management of electronic assemblies. As early as December
Fujitsu, for example, presented the use of
carbon nanotubes (CNTs) as heat sinks
for RF power amplifiers. Meanwhile
carbon nanotubes are being tested as
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bumps for flip chip technology. The use
of CNTs in packaging is thus feasible in
the near future. All over the world scientists are working on the required process
technologies.
In summary, it can be said that as the
assemblies’ temperature load increases –
both from intrinsic heating and external
thermal load – only a coordinated effort
covering system design, material development, technology optimization, testing and reliability assessment will yield
promising results in terms of thermal management. Existing methods of thermal
management need to be optimized,
while simultaneously new, more efficient
ways, e.g. using nano technology, have to
be developed.
(cm)
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PCB Technology
Revolutionised Physical
Properties of Electronic Devices

Metallizing
PCB Edges
One speciality of the PCB for the application
platform “meltemi”[1] is edge plating (or edge
metallizing). Edge plating provides clear
measurable advantages at comparably ignorable costs for devices with moderate or high
demands regarding EMC, signal-integrity and
de-heating. Practice has proved that the theory
can be implemented and works.
Arnold Wiemers*

Regarding EMC aspects a device is operating stabile if it doesn’t
radiate own interferences (emission) and doesn’t show any reaction to interferences being radiated by other
devices (immission). In a technical view these interferences are caused by
signal transmission between components of a device or between several
parts or boards of a device system. Specific signal transmission in complex multilayer systems takes place via signal tracks on the PCB. Power
supply is provided by plane areas or plane layers.
It has to be considered, that for each signal transmission a back current
path has to be provided (the so-called GND plane) and that the transport of the information doesn’t take place in two-dimensional packets
but three-dimensional electro-magnetic fields. Therefore any device
(and any PCB) is a giant electronic microcosm with an hardly imaginable diversity of happenings in smallest spaces.
Herein lies the key for an extended strategy for achieving EMC stability.
The construction of a multilayer is done by laying signal layers and
power plane layers above each other. During operation of a device
created but unnecessary energy is emitted via the edge areas of the
power planes. Schematic concepts are trying to compensate these
effects, i.e. by termination of signals, by defined signal properties
(impedance) or by high-capacitive MultiPowerSystems (MPS).
Success of these linear signal transmission can’t be comprehensive.
An effective control of the electromagnetic fields within the threedimensional space of the PCB is missing.
However, control can be achieved if field areas are divided into
compartments on and within a PCB. In principle the creation of
these compartments can be provided via a structured shielding.
Analysing a multilayer construction leads to the simple cognition that each layer is ending rectangular at the PCB edge. In
saying so the task is defined: control of the three-dimensional
electromagnetic space in a PCB is provided by shielding the
edges of the PCB. The prognosis is that in doing so the EMC
behaviour of a PCB is significantly improved.
*Arnold Wiemers,IPC-certified CID, CID+ and instructor signs responsible as
CEO for the CAD and CAM division at ILFA Feinstleitertechnik GmbH in
Hannover, Germany.
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PCB Technology
■ Plating PCB’s
In order to give an impression of the function of a shielding it is
necessary to describe the electro-plating process. The production step of plating is an elementary one in PCB production. The
galvano-technical connection of several layers in a PCB is done
by a cathodic-anodic procedure for copper deposition at the
inner wall of a drilled hole. In a topological sight the inner wall
of a hole is part of the PCB surface.
The electro plating process therefore always causes a metallic
deposition on the PCB surface. This surface can be modified in
different ways by holes, slots or millings. If the subsequent PCB
▶

■ Figure 1:
The edges of all plated contour millings have the same surface
plating as the finished PCB

■ Figure 2:
A compact area on a PCB cannot achieves the same capability
for thermal spread and thermal conduction as a metallic band laid
around a PCB

PCB Technology
▶

■ Figure 3:
In the centre area the connector has a
metallic joint face which also serves as a
reference plane. On the backside this joint
face is connected to the partly metallised
edge of the PCB.
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edge is to be metallised mainly minor
logistic re-arrangement of production
steps is necessary.
The edge to be plated isn’t processed (as
usual) in one of the last production steps
but has to be carried out already before
the plating process. To elaborate the
contours milling tools are advisable. With
these tools straight or rounded contours
are produced without any problem. Cutouts and/or partial milling of the contour
is possible. Milling can be performed to
open the contour over the complete
thickness of the PCB.
Anyhow, it is possible to have plated
z-axis millings, opening the panel surface
only down to a certain depth. If a plating
of the complete outer contour of a PCB is
desired it has to be considered that for
the following production steps - mm
wide pegs to hold the PCB within the panel are necessary which cannot be plated. The edges of all plated contour millings will have the same galvanic final
surface plating as the actual PCB (see
figure ).
Manufacturing costs for plated edges are
low. Any manufacturer of PCB’s has a galvanic production line and a milling facility. Thus no additional invest in machines
or into inventing a new process will be
necessary. Only in production process sequences or PPS a decision “edge plating
yes/no” has to be invented.
■ De-heating
Primarily the motivation for edge plating
was controlled EMC behaviour. Very soon
it was obvious that also the active de-heating of a PCB is improved significantly.
Developing of more and more capable
and powerful electronics on decreasing
space inevitably leads to thermal problems. Conducting the heat by additional
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measures (heat sinks, casing) is extensive
and increases device costs.
One of the strategic aims of CAD design
and device construction therefore has to
be the integration of de-heating into the
multilayer system. In addition to constructive properties of a multilayer (thick
copper layers, MPS) the conductive pattern has to be included in the de-heating
concept.
The fact that edge plating has more than
a trivial share in this purpose arrises from
the calculation of the edge surface of a
standard euro PCB (
mm ×
mm).
The result is a edge surface of
⋅( + ) ⋅ . = . cm . In today
designs this net area hardly can be kept
free on outer layers for de-heating
purposes. Additionally the quality of the
de-heating via the PCB edge has to be
considered.
A compact area on an outer layer of a
PCB never has the capability for heat
spread and heat conduction as a closed
area like band laid around the edge of
the PCB (figure ).
■ Signal-integrity
The component industry already accepted that edge plating in principle is
an advantage for signal-integrity in the
point of signal transfer from device to periphery. For any demanding electronic
system (i.e. LVDS, high speed) the interface from device to cable and/or plug is a
vulnerability.
For a few millimetres on the way from
PCB edge to the cable the shielding or
the continuous reliable ground reference
for signal transmission is missing. Clearly
noticeable disturbances in signal quality
can be the consequence. Signal quality
can be secured if PCB, plug and cable
form an entity.

PCB Technology
The third dimension of the PCB
It could be expected that already everything has been thought
out. At least anything concerning PCB technology. We left behind
HDI and laser vias, next to come is micro fine line technology but
that’s nothing more than mechanics. Smaller, finer, cheaper are
the dicta of PCB technology. Against this background who dares
to talk about sensational results for the electro physical properties of PCB’s.

Up to now hardly anybody was interested
in the edge of PCB
Sometimes solutions are that simple that the question is allowed, why nobody found it earlier. Probably the philosophers
among the cryptographers are right in saying “nothing is hidden
better than the obvious”. Anybody handling PCB’s in his all day
work knows that there is a component side and a solder side,
sometimes called top side or bottom side or primary and
secondary side. Are there more layers in a PCB these also are
numbered meticulously and certainly get a name.
The third dimension of a PCB, the edge, has no name. Up to now
hardly anybody was interested in. This will change in future.

This task is solved with plugs which are mounted on the plated
edge of a PCB. The differential signals are transmitted from the
upper and lower region of the plug to the top and the bottom
side of the PCB. In the centre area the plug has a metallic joint
face that simultaneously provides a reference plane. On the
back side this joint face is connected to the partially metallised
PCB edge (figure 3). By this means in ideal conditions each
signal faces a homogeneous electro-magnetic field from cable
via plug to the input component on the PCB.
■ The result
Edge plating provides clearly measurable advantages at
comparable ignorable costs for devices with moderate or high
demands regarding EMC, signal-integrity and de-heating.
EMC stability of “meltemi” is impressive. And the quote from
the EMC test facility “the probe must be damaged, I’m not
detecting anything” is already legendary.
(cm)
[1] The “meltemi“ plattform or „Printed Circuit Board 2010“ is
designed for image processing, HDTV or digital video and TV applications. An effective 20-layer stack-up with integrated power supply sequence, impedance controlled trace routing, X2Y-capacitors
and edge plating allows transmission bandwidth up to 60 Gbit/s
associated with excellent EMC behaviour and maximum functional stability and operational reliability as measurements in the
EMC laboratory prove.
We will be pleased to place the the hardware designer‘s compendium „PCB 2010“ at your disposal without incurring you costs. Pleas
use our online service InfoClick.
www.elektronikpraxis.de

■ ILFA: The portfolio of the PCB specialist
■ Hardware designer‘s compendium "The PCB 2010"
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SMT Production
Siplace is setting a new Benchmark in SMT Production

Maximum Flexibility
and Performance
With its Siplace X4i, Siemens presents
a new world record holder at this year’s
Productronica. The new premium placement
machine is the first to significantly exceed
the non-proprietary 100,000 cph mark in the
non-proprietary IPC test, thus setting a new
benchmark in performance for SMT production.
But performance without flexibility is a dead
end in modern SMT production, which is why
the engineers equipped their premier model
with several remarkable innovations.
by Sabine Drechsler*
With its Siplace X i, Siemens once again shows the huge
potential of its high-end platform. The real-life placement
performance of more than
,
cph makes the new machine
a favorite for high-speed applications. To properly assess the
machine’s performance, it’s worthwhile to also list its benchmark performance rating of ,
cph, since this type of
measure continues to be popular in the industry. With the
Siplace X i, Siemens is currently offering the world’s most powerful machine while proving that performance does not necessarily have to come at the cost of flexibility. The X i features the
same wide component spectrum as all the other X-Series models and can even place
components without slowing
down.
■ It makes a difference: The new digital vision system
The super-small
components with dimensions of
. × . × . millimeters can only be reliably placed if the
entire manufacturing process has been designed for this
process. To see how comprehensively the X-Series manages
this challenge, let’s take a look at the digital vision systems on
the X-Series’ placement heads.
There traditional vision systems fail to see the difference
between correctly picked up and upright
components,
the new high-performance Siplace vision system operates with
unprecedented accuracy. It recognizes components and PCBs
faster and more reliably than before. The total of its technical
advances explains this performance jump. Variable lighting and
different imaging levels allow it to process even the smallest
component shapes.
Thanks to its high computing performance, it manages to compare the images generated by its high-resolution digital camera
*Sabine Drechsler is Head of Marketing Comminication Siemens Automation and
Drives, Electronics Assembly Systems Munich, Germany.
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with stored component descriptions with unprecedented
speed. All of these features make sure that components are
picked up and placed with the highest accuracy.
■
process quality in real life
The new X-feeders make another significant contribution to the
quality of
processing. With their direct drives they are designed for accurate pickup windows, without which the high
placement speed of the X-Series would be impossible. Another
special feature: The X-feeders’ electronics measure the pickup
position and continuously regulate the pickup accuracy.
The Siplace X-Series, the predecessor of the Siplace X i, has
proven its
capabilities in production lines and during
evaluations. For example, it achieved a real-life accuracy rating
between and µm, and the pickup rate ranged from

▶

SMT Production

■ The Siplace X4i achieves a placement performance of more than
100,000 cph in the non-proprietary and realistic IPC test

SMT Production
▶
. to . percent, depending on the head, with a throughput of ,
components per hour (cph).
■ i-Placement as new placement concept
The most important and groundbreaking innovation of the
Siplace X i is its performance-oriented arrangement of placement heads and feeder modules. The machine’s totally new
placement concept speeds up SMT production and makes it
more flexible not only in the traditional alternating placement
mode. i-Placement, its most important addition, enhances the
X i’s performance even more compared to other models in the
X-Series.
Here’s how it works: Like other machines in the Siplace X-Series,
the X i features the flexible dual transport which can be used in
synchronous as well as asynchronous mode. In either case, the

■ New placement concept makes sure that Siplace high-speed
heads can take full advantage of their superior speed and
performance.

IPC benchmarks:
Going new ways with Siplace
As a technology partner, Siemens is embarking in new directions. The company wants to offer full transparency as far as the
real performance values and cost advantages of its Siplace
placement machines are concerned. One prerequisite for this is
the availability of realistic performance data that thanks to
objectified and standardized testing methods can be compared
directly against information from other manufacturers.
Effective immediately, Siemens publishes transparent performance data for its Siplace placement machines on the basis of
the realistic IPC standard. This provides customers with three
benchmarks to base their investment decisions on:
1. Realistic placement performance in accordance with the IPC
standard;
2. Placement performance as per the Siplace benchmark –
reproducible long-term performance under production
conditions with the Siplace benchmark board;
3. Theoretical maximum performance –
theoretically achievable for short periods under optimum
conditions.
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SMT Production

■ Smaller than a grain of salt:
01005s are the smallest of all
surface-mount components. Siplace
machines can handle them with
maximum speed and precision.

■ Productivity Lane: the space remaining
between the two transport tracks can be
used as a third track

■ Combined PCB option: the boards are
simply pushed together, before they enter
the placement area

■ Flexible dual transport: can be used in
synchronous as well as asynchronous mode
(see figure)

■ With the new i-Placement concept
both heads operate simultaneously and
independently

SMT Production
▶
heads take turns placing the components. While the first head
places the components on the PCB, the other head picks up
new components.
With the new i-Placement concept, both heads operate simultaneously and independently, with each populating one board
only. Since this eliminates the heads’ travel between boards,
they take less time to place their respective loads. The result is
reflected in the machine’s record performance of more than
,
cph.
■ Maximum flexibility and performance:
Siplace Productivity Lane and Combined PCB
But classifying Siplace X i as a niche product for a small number of high-speed applications would do an injustice to the
new model and its developers. For example, the Siplace X i can

More than cost-of-ownership
Siplace will make it easy for visitors to its booth
in Hall A
to compare the offerings of competitive manufacturers by
handing out evaluation lists.
An even more detailed way to evaluate the true performance
and cost of ownership of various SMT manufacturing solutions is
with modern and comprehensive decision matrices. Siplace engineers prepare such matrices in the form of clear tables and
charts that allow you to visualize the results with a high level of
transparency. All formulas used for the comparisons are shown
and explained in detail. This method lays out the factual benefits
of Siplace machines with their NPI simulation, offline setup and
setup verification features (to name just a few) with exquisite
clarity. It also shows the significant role which a high resale
value plays in a machine’s total cost calculation.
At Productronica 2007, Siemens will show clear evidence of its
technology leadership and reliability as a solid technology
partner and prove that systematic and objective testing methods
improve the quality of investment decisions to ultimately benefit
the entire industry.
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SMT Production
be seamlessly integrated into all X-lines, thus providing the
kind of investment protection for existing lines that customers want and need.
Another innovation enables users to balance their X-lines
perfectly. With the Productivity Lane, the space remaining
between the two transport tracks can be used as a third
track, which makes it possible to pass boards with different
placement contents through the machine and have them
processed somewhere down the line. That way, boards with
highly different top and bottom placement contents, for
example, can be processed efficiently without having to
reconfigure the line.
Another new technology is Combined PCB option. This feature addresses a troublesome efficiency problem of modern
SMT manufacturing: the loss of productivity when boards
have more than ,
components. Such losses are caused
by relative increases in travel paths and non-productive
times, which is what the Siplace engineers focused on with
their new solution by logically combining two boards into
one. “Enlarging” the board increases its placement contents
and significantly reduces the non-productive time.
Applying this concept is quite easy: The boards are simply
pushed together, first virtually in the programming environment and then physically on the line, before they enter the
placement area. Since the configuration is fully automated,
the Combined PCB option is very easy to use.
■ Siemens asks to be compared at Productronica
At this year’s Productronica, Siemens is asking its visitors to
actively compare its technological innovations and the
Siplace platform against the competition. Guests at
Siemens’s booth
in Hall A have the opportunity to check
out the Siplace placement solutions live and in person down
to the smallest detail.
In addition to its X-Series and D-Series machines, Siemens
will also display its new Siplace OS automated optical
inspection (AOI) system.
With special desks where visitors can find out more about
support or application consulting, Siemens once again underscores the growing importance of services at this year’s
Productronica as well as the increasing shift from pure repair
services to proactive services and consulting in the field of
process optimization, including evaluations in advance of
purchasing decisions.
■ Objective comparisons:
Indispensable for far-reaching investment decisions
The Siplace team stresses the importance of non-proprietary
and highly informative comparison tests such as the internationally recognized and realistic IPC standard. That’s why
Siplace reports not only its machines’ theoretical benchmark
performance, but their IPC ratings as well in order to provide
electronics manufacturers with a reliable basis for their
investment decisions.
(cm)
www.elektronikpraxis.de

■ Placement machines Siplace X-Series: brochure and
video show

■ Siplace OS automated optical inspection (AOI) system
■ Technology Manual from Siplace: 01005 components and their
placement processes
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Machine Vision Software
■ The machine
vision software
library HALCON
processes
images faster
than production
machines can
perform (this examples shows
shape-based
matching of color- and multichannel images)

HALCON 8.0

3D Object Recognition
with one Camera
If the objective is to collect and to interpret image information, machine vision defines the state of the art because its
development is primarily driven by industrial requirements
and thus by highly critical customers. Also in face of technological hardware development, it nevertheless is software
that pushes the progress of machine vision. Software must
be faster than production machines can perform. The new
version HALCON 8.0 is much faster.
Lutz Kreutzer*

Components like cameras, lenses,
illumination devices, or frame
grabbers are subject to a permanent
advancement and are thus successfully
sold. In this case, also the creativity of the
application engineer can be seen as an
important component. But for all that,
software is the driving force of machine
vision technology improvement. Software has to make decisions in high speed
and highest reliability. Moreover, undesired effects caused by illumination or
optics and other problems caused by the
hardware can be widely compensated by
today’s software.
An important mainspring in machine
vision always was speed – under the pre*Dr. Lutz Kreutzer is Manager PR & Marketing
MVTec Software GmbH, Munich, Germany.
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Machine Vision Software
condition of reliability and robustness.
Thus, also in the future the market will be
decided by the question: How many inspections a second can my software perform? To be qualified for industrial use,
software must act faster than production
machines are able to work. Real-time applications will increasingly be in demand,
particularly in robotics.

The bottleneck for the enormous
amount of data is the processor
The routine amount of data in machine
vision is enormous. Nowadays, the data
processing’s bottlenecks are memory
throughput and the processor; that
means hardware. During the last years,
processors continuously evolved. But two
years ago, a point of stagnation was
reached: Computing power of processors
could not be advanced without serious
thermal problems (apart from processor
design advancements). Thus, leading
microprocessor manufacturers brought
multi-core processors to the market as
the latest generation of quad-core units
which exceptionally effect new possibilities in machine vision.
Already in earlier years, machine vision
experts applied a manipulation to quicken
the image data processing. The data were
split and sent to different processors
where they were processed in parallel,
called multi-threading. However, this
technique requires special programming
knowledge, unless software automatically resolves this problem. Therefore, the
machine vision software library HALCON

■ Parallel HALCON automatically splits an image to multiple processors and merges it again
after the processing

by MVTec, Munich (Germany), provides
‘Parallel HALCON’. This feature is still
unique in the world.
Parallel HALCON automatically detects
the number of available CPUs, splits
image data and then merges them again
as if there would have been only one
computation process. The new generation
of multi-processors works with four cores
and provides multiple parallel units as a
standard. For Parallel HALCON, the number of cores is unlimited. Thus, HALCON
is well prepared for future processor
development. HALCON takes full advantage of all available cores. With regard to
performance, this automatic parallelization outperforms manual multi-threading. But at the same time, HALCON offers
some advantages: It is much easier to

use, it is not error-prone, and also programmers with little multi-threading experience can immediately use it. Moreover, Parallel HALCON is not only safe regarding data splitting but also reentrant.
That means multiple threads are able to
simultaneously call multiple image processing operators, use them and automatically merge the results again.

Software detects the number
of processing units
Thus, Parallel HALCON in combination
with multi-core processors is a technology push for machine vision. But in any
case of speed enhancement, it has to be
clear that reliability and robustness never
may decrease. Therefore, the principle for

▶

Machine Vision Software
▶
software developers is essential: If there
is a range, also reliability and robustness
has to be steadily optimized.

More speed by better
memory management
Higher speed can be reached by modern
memory management or by efficient use
of techniques as MMX (Multi Media
Extension by Intel) or SSE (Streaming
SIMD Extensions by Intel). Moreover,
the programming core can be optimized
if the software architecture enables
this (as it is possible with HALCON’s architecture).

Still, there are more possibilities to improve speed, reliability, and robustness.
After Microsoft has opened the -bit
technology also for Windows, MVTec immediately had the right answer: As the
first machine vision software library
worldwide, HALCON natively supported
-bit Windows from Microsoft and thus
brought a % time saving to Windows
users.
Standard software must be as userfriendly as possible. This requires software tools. But so far, integrated development environments (IDEs) were absent
from the market. However, efficient rapid
prototyping is only possible with an IDE.

■ HDevelop enables rapid prototyping of the machine vision program. HDevelop exports the
code as source in C++, C, C#, or Visual Basic. Thus, the code can be directly and easily
integrated into the application code.

The role of software in machine vision
Under the precondition that modern
hardware is employed in an application,
speed in machine vision depends on the
used software. Standard software will increasingly come into operation because
it provides intensively proven algorithms
to the engineer, and even experts cannot
manually implement an application faster
with similar reliability, robustness, or
speed. Thus, standard software must
cover a preferably wide range of applications. This means, standard software
must provide reliable and robust opera-
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tors for all methods of machine vision
such as blob analysis, bar- and data code
reading, morphology, pattern matching,
measuring, 3D object recognition, binocular stereo vision, and OCR/OCV. However, within these methods it also must
offer alternatives to optimally solve a
specific vision challenge.
In this case, machine vision standard
software leads to cost savings and gives
the engineer more space for his actual
job: the creative implementation of his
application.

Machine Vision Software
Because the machine vision market is
rapidly growing to breadth, IDEs are increasingly necessary to fetch software
out of the experts’ corner. Modern
user interfaces like HALCON’s
HDevelop can enormously ease the
work and the creation of image
processing code.

Integrated development
environment and prototyping
The trend is certainly going towards
preparing such typical machine vision
developing tools for the market.
Developing assistants with a modern
look-and-feel and design will increasingly
come up in the next years. Thus, programmers will be able to code more
flexible.
Furthermore, flexibility must also apply
for image data formats: in the future,
standard software must process -bit
or -bit (or more) images and color or
others multi-channel images. Many

■ 3D matching detects pose and orientation of an object based on its CAD model with only one camera

users work with Windows PCs, other trust
Linux, and some of them change their
operating system; a change must be
possible. Also in the case of cameras
and frame grabbers, software must be
flexible and interface to all important
models for these hardware devices.

D object recognition is a method that
increasingly fits machine vision trends.
Also in this case, standard machine
vision software must provide robust
techniques. D matching enables rapid
development of so-called bin picking
applications and other typical challenges
in robotics. Normally, D applications
need a stereo setup with two cameras.
However, based on a CAD model, it is
also possible to detect D objects by
only one camera. In HALCON . , this
feature is included for the first time in
a standard software library for machine
vision.
(ku)
MVTec Software GmbH
Phone + ( )

www.elektronikpraxis.de

■ All about HALCON 8.0 and a free
download (test version)
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Printed Circuit Board-Test
Optical Assemblies Identification

Colour Inspection for
effective Test of small
Series

■ Goepel electronic’s OptiCon SmartLine 1M

Printed Circuit Board-Test
As far as flexible testing of PCBs is concerned, the automated
optical inspection (AOI) is a good choice. The OptiCon standalone systems feature camera units of up to four MPixel and
telecentric lens. They can be utilised in a non-chained production of small batches.
Jens Kokott*
Many companies in the electronics
industry outsource the production
of PCBs with the goal to reduce their inhouse direct costs. In many cases this
concerns small volume/high mix batches
which result in relatively high demands
for the manufacturer’s logistics and accompanying product testing. Quality assurance for small batch solutions must be
maintained yet without the one-time
charges for the test development of a
specific PCB type. From this point of view,
the utilisation of adapter-free test technologies is the only viable solution and
here Automated Optical Inspection (AOI)
has emerged and established as one of
the most effective solutions in recent
years. Low volume/hi mix lines are often
not fully automated due to the need for
flexibility and this requires yet more consideration.

OptiCon SmartLine – AOI system for portable applications
An AOI system’s utilisation at various positions along the production line offers a
high flexibility at minimal cost. Compact
and portable inspection solutions at these stages allow selective inspection within the SMD production, between THT

placement and wave soldering, or after
the final assembly. Goepel electronics’
AOI system OptiCon SmartLine provides
an extremely effective opportunity to ensure high fault recognition at different
sections in the PCB production. The system integrates all necessary components
incl. controller PC in one single desktop
chassis. Additional bench space is only
required for monitor and mouse. This allin-one concept doesn’t need additional
wiring between system and PC.

Highest performance in a
compact system
Introduced in early
, the desktop AOI
system OptiCon SmartLine doesn’t rank
behind the “bigger” systems of the OptiCon system line in respect of primary inspection parameters and offers an outstanding price-performance-ratio. This
high capability is achieved by utilising
the well-established camera-based imaging unit as M variant, featuring custom
telecentric lens as one of the key components for high quality image capture. OptiCon SmartLine also provides different illumination opportunities, such as the tri*Jens Kokott is in charge of AOI-Systems at Goepel
electronic in Jena/Germany.

▶
■ Telecentric image
recording with
OptiCon SmartLine
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Printed Circuit Board-Test
▶

■ In-line AOI system OptiCon AdvancedLine

■ Camera unit of the OptiCon systems
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■ colour ring recognition at THT resistors
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colour TopFlash illumination
with selectable illumination
directions.
The mechanical concept was
follows on from the development of the successful standalone system OptiCon BasicLine, which recently won
the “Best in Test Award” from
the international publication
“Test & Measurement World”.
In the OptiCon SmartLine linear drives are employed that
move the PCB to be tested as
well as the camera unit. This
drive concept features highest
position accuracy, maximum
camera centroid dynamics
and virtually no maintenance
tasks.
Based on the newly developed “Extended Colour Technology”, OptiCon SmartLine delivers brilliant colour images
whilst maintaining pixel resolution and the benefits of a telecentric lens. Simultaneously,
high-contrast greyscale
images are available, which
optically intensify the display
of critical recognition features
particularly when used in
combination with specific illumination colour selection. “Extended Colour Technology”
employs the same imaging

Printed Circuit Board-Test
hardware as the traditional OptiCon
series and therefore, are the basis for
the OptiCon system’s compatibility.

Component identification by
intelligent colour inspection
Further increase in fault detection comes
from an additional test function using
“Extended Colour Technology” that enables the identification of colour-coded THT
and SMD components. As is known, test
functions based on image comparison
(correlation method) only provide YES/
NO statements and are often accompanied by an increased false call rate and
for this reason Goepel electronic specially developed a new optimised classification algorithm. It is based on a detailed
characteristic analysis in regard to colour
and gloss level, and provides the direct
numerical value of the colour code.

Reduced test and repair
costs by optimal production
In addition to basic test functions such as
component positioning, solder joint
inspection and true Optical Character Recognition (OCR), the intelligent colour
inspection enables the AOI system to
detect placement faults. For example, by
testing resistor values after manual as-

Component test as
desktop solution
OptiCon SmartLine is a desktop solution completely integrating the PC into the main chassis. After connecting
monitor and mouse the system can
be utilised. It is possible to apply OptiCon SmartLine at various positions
within the production process. It offers a remarkable PCB inspection
area of 400 mm × 300 mm. The camera enables high-contrast recordings as well as high-resolution colour images. They are available for
colour test tasks (e.g. colour code
verification) and colour representation of detected faults at the repair
station.

sembly faulty resistor values can easily be
exchanged at the lowest cost-to-repair.
Additionally, such detailed component
identification significantly relieve an
MDA system; in fact, due to the AOI
system’s increased fault coverage using
“Extended Colour Technology“ an electrical MDA may be considered redundant.
In this case costs and lead-times for ICT
adapters and PCB-specific functional
tests can be eliminated.
In addition to the increased fault recognition, the “Extended Colour Technology“
enables a realistic coloured display of
faults within the OptiCon repair station
software as coloured overview images
are available for precise fault identification and localisation.
Footprint and compatibility are key issues when selecting any piece
of equipment and here OptiCon SmartLine’s compatibility
with the OptiCon AdvancedLine
come into play providing the
ability to exchange test
programs, and access a joint
base in stand-alone as well as in-line
processes.
(heh)
Goepel electronic
Phone + ( )
www.elektronikpraxis.de

■ More details about OptiCon System –
■ In-line AOI system OptiCon AdvancedLine

SmartLine 1M

■ The OptiCon AdvancedLine
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SMT Rework
Control Rework in the same Way as Production Process

Automatic and reliable
Rework Process
The evolution of electronic
components and the changeover to lead-free is a challenge
for production. In addition, we
need to focus on these issues
in the rework process. In the
field of automated rework,
it is necessary to understand
certain important process
parameters if one is to get
reliable and repeatable results.
Bruno Affolter*
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Very often, rework is understood
as repair. Even though repair is significant in the production process with
consideration of the costs of individual
components and boards, it represents
just part of the overall field of rework.
Other processes need to be mentioned
as well. Some examples:
■ New products face frequent changes
during development as well as during
the introduction phase to mass production. Prototypes and small series production have the same requirements in
process quality as the main production.
■ There are occasional applications
where one or more components cannot
be assembled on the main production
line. There can be limitations with odd-
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shaped packages, component dimensions, component weight, different placement heights, required accuracy or due
to the relative proximity of adjacent components. Sometimes components are not
delivered in tape reels or similar packaging that can be handled by pick-andplace machines. In these cases it is
helpful to have a system available that
allows flexible assembly alongside of the
production line.
■ Rework can help to understand the
effect of process parameters set in production, especially during the changeover to lead-free. It can be used to investigate the cause of production errors and
optimize production parameters rather
than adopt a “trial and error” approach.

SMT Rework
Electronic modules are automatically reworked
in series today. Capable systems are available,
allowing repeatable and reliable processes.
■ Evolution of packaging
Moore’s law is well known [1] and is applicable
to the evolution of component packages.
Today’s packages are often no larger than the
silicon die that is inside them. Dice are even
mounted on top of each other and thus we
enter the third dimension in packaging. The
proximity of connections no longer allows
manual assembly and manual rework as the
required accuracies are outside of human
capabilities.
The faults experienced in reworking are the
same as in the initial soldering process: There
are “popcorn” and “tombstone” effects, shorted
or open solder joints, insufficient solder paste
volume or wetting and many more. The electronics manufacturing industry is faced with
the interaction of chemical, mechanical and
thermal parameters, all of which need to be
taken into account.
Once the process is established, the goal is to
maintain it through many cycles, independent
from environmental conditions. What is a
matter of routine in manufacturing, is often
neglected in rework. It’s our considered opinion that we need to control and master the
rework process in the same way as we do with
the production process.
■ Changeover to lead-free technology
In addition to all of the above challenges
raised by the evolution in packaging, we are
now faced with more hurdles to overcome.
Crucially, lead-free technology requires higher
process temperatures with a typical increase of
35 °C. The physical condition and thermal limits
of the components however, are still more or
less the same. This means, the process window
is reduced and we need to be careful to
precisely follow the specified soldering profile.
With the higher temperatures involved, leadfree solder has a tendency to create more
oxidation and more dross. A consequence of
this is that BGAs have a lesser self-centering
effect than when soldered in a leaded environment.
■ The major rework parameters
In order to make rework reliable, automated
and repeatable, the following basic parameters
need to be controlled.
Heating Power: Bottom heater
In rework, we are selectively desoldering and
soldering. This means that the board is partially heated. To prevent the board from warping,
buckling and thermal damage (delaminating),
it must be uniformly preheated up to 150 °C for
a lead-free environment. Also, the temperature
difference between the board and the
component that is to be reworked (not to be
*Bruno Affolter is Sales Engineer Automation of Zevac AG in
Solothurn/Switzerland.

■ Evolution of packages

■ Principle of non-contact site cleaning

■ Hot gas nozzle

confused with the component ∆T) must be
minimized.
This is not achieved by merely delivering enough heating power for large or thick boards.
We also need to limit the radiated energy by
using a closed-loop control system. This will
ensure a rapid heat input , maintaining the
board at the desired temperature independently of the remaining process. It is also useful to have the ability to individually control
multiple heating zones to efficiently heat up
small boards conserving both energy and
time.
▶

SMT Rework
▶ Heating power: top heater
The ability to provide sufficient energy is also true for the top
heater when desoldering and soldering components. The use
of hot gas as a soldering method has the advantage of excellent heat distribution. Energy is delivered to the solder joints
without exposing temperature-sensitive areas to the risk of
being overheated. A closed loop control system again ensures
that the selected profile is followed precisely and that the
results remain constant. The entire soldering process is supported by the motorized X, Y, Z and theta axes of the robot.
With lead-free soldering alloys, the use of an inert gas is
essential in order to counteract the increasing tendency towards oxidation. High quality rework systems are equipped
with multiple gas sources that can be flexibly selected at any
stage in the soldering profile.
Cooling
As important as heating, is the requirement for cooling. The
energy that we input into the material needs to be rapidly
dissipated after the soldering process is completed. It has been
proved that faster cooling of the solder joints, the component
and the board leads to better soldering results in terms of less
sinkholes, stronger joints and a better surface texture.
By cooling, the exposure time at higher temperatures is reduced, providing a positive impact to the lifetime of the module.
Cooling can be achieved in two ways. In the bottom heater, an
air knife provides a thermal separation of the heater from the
board without turning the heater off. In addition, cool ambient
air can be blown through the nozzle directly onto the component.

Uniform heat distribution
Hot gas nozzles are widely used in the industry. Using sophisticated nozzle design, heating energy is precisely input to the
location where it is required, assuring a rapid melting of the
solder. The maximum temperature and exposure time of the
component is minimised. Also, custom designed nozzles can be
used to insulate any heat-sensitive areas such as the silicon die
or adjacent components from the hot gas flow, preventing
thermal overload. Zevac offers a wide range of standard and
custom designed nozzles.
Site preparation
Before we solder a new component, the site needs to be prepared. Specifically, this means removing residual solder and dirt
from the pads and the application of solder paste if required.
Site cleaning
By site cleaning we gain a better wetting of the solder joint. Site
cleaning is mandatory for BGA, Micro-BGA and similar components. It is also used as a preparation stage before dispensing.
Basically, site cleaning is recommended in most cases in selective soldering.
A non contact method is always preferrable to the manual method of using a solder iron with solder wick. The working height
of the site clean nozzle is automatically controlled and maintained to a pre-set level, regardless of any board warping or
bending. In this way we can ensure that pads do not become
detached. As a bonus, vias are also desoldered.
Applying solder
There are many ways to apply fresh solder paste or silver epoxy
to the site. As well as paste-on-device, paste-on-substrate,

A wide range of rework equipment
Whatever level of automation or process is required by an application, an appropriate
solution is available from a wide range of rework equipment.
The ONYX family – Automated ONYX 32
Multi-functional positioning system, different application configurations include hot
gas, semiconductor and XL.
Options: Dispenser: Time/pressure or auger, Hot gas nozzle changer, SMD tip changer,
Die flipper, Height measurement, Fluxing station, Force sensors, Site cleaning, Contact
heat tool, Feeder interface, CAD data import, Traceability, Custom specific options.
Ranges of applications include serial rework, prototyping and small series production,
micro-mechanics, optics and electronics assembly, hybrid technology, semiconductor
packaging, die bonding and many more.
The ONYX family – Semi-Automated ONYX 29
Semi-automated high-tech rework equipment. With its open design and its control of
seven motorized axes, repeatable results at the highest quality level are ensured.
Options: Multiple pre-heater versions, Infrared temperature sensor, Bridge tray, Fluxing
station, Board cooling, Site cleaning, Dispenser: Time/pressure, Pyrometer, Direct view
camera, Worktable.
The ONYX 29 is typically used in SMT rework of BGA, mBGA, CSP, flip-chip, LGA, MLF,
CCGA, TCP, 0201, HF shielding, connectors, sockets and application specific components on dense boards. Prototyping and post-assembly are additional fields of application.
ONYX 25/ONYX 24
Simple but powerful high-tech equipment, ergonomically designed for today’s requirements in the electronics industry.
Options: Enhanced pre-heater (up to 7.5 kW), Site cleaning, Infrared temperature
sensor, Pyrometer, Board cooling, Direct view camera, Fume extraction, Worktable
The latest member of the ONYX family principally addresses applications in the field of
selective soldering of SMT components, prototyping and post-assembly.
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■ Typical profile with board pre-heating

■ IPC/JEDEC standard soldering profile

re-balling and pin print transfer (stamping) a common and
flexible method is by dispensing. Zevac’s machines can be
equipped with time/pressure, auger and piezo-electric valves.
The dispensing result is dependent on a variety of parameters.
As well as the quality of the dispensing equipment, precise
movement of the dispensing needle in all three dimensions is
critical to ensure good results. Needle alignment is calibrated
by the integrated vision system.
Dispensed line or dot patterns can be created and modified
with the built in editor to accommodate a large variety of
package types and land patterns.
Accuracy
As an integral component of accuracy and precision in automated rework, Zevac relies on a comprehensive and flexible vision
system. It’s primary function is the recognition of componentspecific features and the accurate alignment of the component
to the pads in X, Y, Z and theta. The user is not limited to a
pre-defined model library. It is possible to recognize odd
shaped components, global or local fiducials, logos, text and
other optical objects of any shape and size in the rework
process.
In addition, the vision system can be used in the rework process
to conduct tasks such as orientation detection, recognition of
wrong components, visual inspection or bar-code reading.
Repeatability and reliability
Quality in automatic or semi-automatic rework is ensured by
storing any given or evaluated process values in the machine
software control. Soldering profiles with all possible settings
and parameters may be recalled from a database, allowing
every process to run with repeatable results, even under different environmental conditions.

VisualMachinesTM software is developed in-house and is instrumental in the repeatability and reliability of the system with its
open approach and user friendliness in the style established
with pick-and-place machines. Pre-defined part types and process tasks can be easily and flexibly implemented in main process programs. Every setting, from the machine configuration
to process statistics, is controlled by software.
From the considerations discussed above, rework can achieve
an improvement in efficiency by
■ automation
■ reproducibility
■ reliability
■ traceability
■ flexibility
with cost reduction. Zevac has implemented all of these
features in one single machine family: ONYX.
Whatever level of automation or process is required by an
application, an appropriate solution is available from a wide
range of rework equipment.
(cm)
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